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”We are creating the future together.
Right now. With all our newfound wisdom
from the lockdown, we have a golden
opportunity to experiment and create a
new world, better than the old.”
Quote Pia Hauge
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Flexibility: The perfect match

PERSONALITY

TASKS

CONDITIONS

Model from ”Kontorkoma – fra støj til fordybelse i dit arbejde” by Pia Hauge. Akademisk Forlag.
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HOW DO YOU APPROACH FLEXIBILITY AT WORK?
1. Think flexibility as a wider concept than just ”time” and ”place” and involve your
employees in designing workplace flexibility. Listen to their ideas and share
your own thoughts.
2. Make a clear stand in terms of flexibility and communicate clearly. This will
support trust, satisfaction and the feeling of fairness – and therefore help
managers in the long run.
3. When considering flexibility and deciding on rules or conditions, always take
into consideration the unique personality of your co-workers and the specific
tasks at hand. One size does not fit all. Neither people or companies.
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HOW CAN YOU LEAD EFFECTIVELY FROM A DISTANCE?
Question 1
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How can you lead effectively from a distance?
1. Prioritize your own wellbeing. Remote leadership requires that you create
structure, always see the great picture and practice clear communication. All
cognitive skills that takes a lot of mental energy.
2. Stop believing in control. Start focusing on WHAT people are doing and the
quality of their work, not WHERE and WHEN they are working.
3. Make room for diversity. Be aware of ”us versus them”- thinking which might
create problems in the work environment.
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HOW CAN YOU ENSURE DEVELOPMENT AND
INNOVATION IN A HYBRID SETUP?
Question 2
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How can you ensure development and innovation in a hybrid setup?
1. Create a clever setup for hybrid meatings. Be aware of inclusion and
psychological safety in hybrid collaboration. Make agreements, points of
contact and rituals, that will support relations and remote work.
2. Remember that innovation thrives in an environment, where both individuel
deep work and interaction with colleges is an option. Therefore, protect the
peace and quiet for people working remote. And remember that the brain
operates just perfectly everywhere. Also outside the office.
3. Make it a priority to create situations where people can build trust and
relationships. Either digitally or in the physical world. You must carve out time
and make relations making a legitimate part of working.
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HOW CAN YOU ENSURE TIME FOR DEEP WORK, WHEN
THINGS MOVE QUICKLY?
Question 3
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How can you ensure time for deep work, when things move quickly?
1. Book time for planning and deep work in your calender. Otherwise it is not
going to happen!
2. Rethink the office. Consider not cutting down on square meters, but create an
attractive and brain friendly office with designated rooms for deep work and
overall beautiful, inspirational surroundings. Also remember rooms for coworking where bright people can socialize and get mental fuel for their next
round of deep work.

3. Treat yourself with a monthly ”Think day”. Turn off your smart phone and enjoy
working and thinking undisturbed on your top priorities.
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” We must take the best things with us
from the time before and during the
Covid-19 pandemic and unite it in clever
sustainable solutions for both managers,
employees and the workplace.”
Quote Vibeke Lunding-Gregersen
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Questions from the chatroom

In certain nationality / culture, the people at higher management level are expected to be very busy. Hence many leaders from such countries try not to
take any break and work for hours all days week.
Thanks for your comment. The brain needs breaks, no matter which country you live in ☺. Managers in particular need breaks for restitution to fuel their executive
brain functions to think slowly and to make wise decisions. (Answered by executive advisor Pia Hauge)
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Thank you for attending
Disclaimer
This material and accompanying webinar have been developed by PFA and are solely an expression of a generic recommendation and information. Whether the generic recommendation
and information are appropriate for individual clients can only be determined by an individual assessment. This presentation and accompanying webinar do not replace the client’s own
estimate of which measures are required.
It is the opinion of PFA that the information in the presentation and accompanying webinar is correct, true and fair, but PFA does not assume responsibility for its completeness or accuracy.
PFA assumes no responsibility for any actions taken based on the presentation or webinar.

